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Today's Menu 
 

 

Breakfast: 

Scrambled & Hard Cooked Eggs, Breakfast Fries French

Toast, Vegetarian Sausage, Yogurt & Fruit Bar, Fresh

Bagels, Pumpkin Bread, Morning Glory Muffins, Cold

Cereal

 

Lunch: 

Hamburger, Grilled Chicken Breast, Hot Dog, Cheese

Bourekas, Chicken Shawarma, Falafel, Tzatziki Sauce,

Tahini Sauce, Swiss Chard, Vegetable Blend, Greek

Salad, Tabouli Pita, Cheese Pizza, Vegetable Pizza,

Marinara Sauce, GF Pasta  Pasta, Brown Rice, Sticky

Rice, Salad Bar, Deli Bar, Caesar Salad

 

Dinner: 

Hamburger, Grilled Chicken Breast, Hot Dog, BBQ

Chicken Roasted Chickpeas & Vegetables, Macaroni &

Cheese, Collard Greens, Cornbread, Cheese Pizza,

Vegetable Pizza, Marinara Sauce, Meat Sauce

Gluten Free Pasta,  Brown Rice, Salad Bar, Deli Bar

The Weather Today
High: 89

Low: 68

Very Hot!!!! Drink Water 

Riddle Of The Day

 
what is always in front of you but

cannot be seen?

 

Yesterday's Answer:  Draw a

smaller line next to the line you

already drew

Puzzle Of The Day



Today's Story

 

Sci-Tech  Counselor Makes Zombie Army
A Satire News Story By Isaac

 

A Sci-Tech counselor, Brett, was notably good at hypnosis, but it wasn’t an issue until he

hypnotized the campers to make a zombie army. The army currently controls half the kids at

camp. His demands are significant, One kid to keep as a servant and complete control of Sci-

Tech. We here at the Sci-Tech Times have tried to capture a zombie, and succeeded, but at the

cost of three brave reporters being lost to the zombie army. The zombie we captured is shown

to have a hard time opening doors and a lousy sense of sight. The most important discovery

made is that spilling cold lemonade on the zombie snaps them out of the hypnosis. This fact has

made the chadar ochel the headquarters of the Sci-Tech rebellion. The rebellion, lead by the

kitchen staff, wish to free the hypnotized kids. “We normally hang back and watch as scary

things happen,” exclaimed a kitchen staff member, “but our cooking skills would prove useful

here in making lemonade, and there is a rumor that hypnotized kids don’t eat much and those

kids need nutrition! Our chef’s code won’t allow us to stand by and watch this tragedy!” We here

at the Sci-Tech Times advise you to stay indoors, stock up on chilled lemonade, and wish luck to

the rebellion.

Bonus Satire Story By Jesse
 

Though his exact identity may still not be known, the Incinnemaster has remained far from

silent in these past few weeks. According to rumors, the Incinnemaster has begun recruiting

young superheroes into his own brand new superhero training school. This new team, which

has been dubbed the “Machon,” includes many new heroes, such as Iron Mind (rumored to be

Hannah Jay), whose thoughts are unreadable (despite no mind reader having been discovered

in the world as of yet), Time Tracker (rumored to be Daniel Shemesh), who always knows the

exact time of day, and the Mayobender (rumored to be Henry Bear), who has kinetic abilities,

but only when it comes to mayonnaise. The team (and their rumored identities) also includes

The Rememberer (Zack Sussman), who has a photographic memory, but whenever he

memorizes something, he must forget something else, The Griller (Rebecca Frey), who always

knows the location of the nearest prepared grilled cheese, Square Up! (Mia Striegel), who can

cut and draw perfect shapes, The Stickler (Jesse Herrnson), who can revive the stickiness of a

sticker or sticky note, The Reducer (Sidney Bulgatz), who always knows if something is

recyclable, and He-He-Helium (Jonah Cohn), who has the power to produce and breathe out

helium. The Incinnemaster has recently purchased a space in the basement of Parsons, which

he plans to turn into a lair for this new group. Coincidentally, the name on the purchase forms

read Aaron Gurvis. When asked, Aaron again replied that he was not the Incinnemaster, and that

“the Incinnemaster probably just used me as a fake identity because I’m a really cool guy.” He

then rushed off screaming about a phone booth. No matter who the Incinnemaster is, we wish

him luck on this new endeavor.


